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Abstract. The concept of helping by robust oracle Turing machines, introduced recently by 
Sch&ting, is extended to the notion of ‘one-sided helping’ and its relations to the structural 
properties of NP sets are investigated. Various results on who can help whom have been obtained 
on sets in BPP, in R, in UP and sparse sets. Sets which do not help any set are studied and two 
types of sets defined by structural properties are demonstrated to help no sets except hose in P. 
Sest which help themselves are also studied and are shown to be related to self-reducible sets. 
Several previously known structural results on NP sets are reproved from the point of view of 
helping. 
1. Iutroduction 
The notion of a set A helping the computation of another set B can be formulated 
in several ways. In polynomial complexity theory, a most common formulation is 
to use the oracle machines so that a set A ‘helps’ a set B iff there is an oracle Turing 
machine (oracle TM) 1M which operates in polynomial time and computes B when 
A is used as an oracle [3]. When restrictions are placed on the oracle machines, we 
obtain stronger types of helping. For instance, the truth-table reduction is based on 
the non-adaptive oracle machine which receives help without interactions between 
the helpers and the machine. 
Recently, Schiining [ll] has proposed a new notion of helping, which is formally 
defined by adding the robustness condition o e oracle machines. An oracle 
M is called robust if the language accepted by remains the same no matter w 
set is used as an oracle. A set A is said to help, a set B if B is computed by a robust 
oracle TM M and M runs in polynomiaii time when A is used as an oracle. Intuitive 
if B is accepted by a robust T then, for each problem instance x of B, 
accepts or rejects x only when nds a witness which can be used to verify the 
correctness of this action. Therefore, in order to help a set a set A does not 
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simply tell machine to accept or to reject an instance X. It needs to provide more 
information, usually through a series of query sessions,to help 1M to find a ‘short’ 
(or, polynomial length-bounded) witness w for x with which 1M can verify in 
polgnomial time whether x is in B or not in B. In other words, a helper A works 
as an adviser rather than as an authority. 
It is quite clear then that this notion of helping by robust machines has a close 
connection with the notion of nondeterministic computation. A nondeterministic 
machine tries to find witnesses by performing nondeterministic searches, while a 
robust oracle machine finds witnesses through the help of an oracle. It is thus not 
surprising to find that sets which can be helped are precisely those in NPn CO-W 
[al]. This characterization provides us with an interesting new direction to study 
the structure of nondeterministic computation. Schiining has suggested to study 
more carefully the relationship of the complexity and structure between helpers and 
helpees to gain more insight into thiz notion of helping. For instance, given a 
comp!exity or structure restriction R which corresponds to a subclass V& of NPn 
co-NP, can we identify a subclass 9 of NP which helps the computation of sets in 
VR ? However, since our current knowledge about the structure of sets in NP n co-NP 
is quite limited (e.g., we do not know whether there is a complete set in NPn co-NP), 
it appears difficult to obtain interesting results along this line. In order to get a 
better understanding of helping and its relation to the concept of nondeterministic 
witness searching, a generalization of this notion seems necessary. 
In this paper, we study a more general concept of a set A partially helping a set 
B. In particular, we say a set A gives one-sided help to the computation of a set B 
if B is computed by a robust oracle TM 4M such that MA(x) halts in polynomial 
time.for all x E B. In other words, for every problem instance x E B, A helps M to 
find a short witness with which 1M may verify that x is indeed in B. It is thus a 
simple extension of Schijning’s observation that sets which can be helped one-sided 
are precisely those in NP. Since more structural results are known about the class 
NP, this simple generalization provides us with a richer environment o study the 
notion of helping. We obtain not only the generalizations of results in [11] but also 
mere interesting structural properties of helping. 
TWO basic questions about helping are studied in this paper. First, we ask the 
general question of who can help whom. More precisely, we ask, for a given subclass 
%’ of NP, what are the sets that can be (one-sided) helped by sets in % and what 
are the sets that can (one-sided) help the computation of sets in %‘. We obtain results 
about who can help whom on some of the best known subclasses of NP, including 
the following classes: R [ 1,4], UP [ 151, sparse sets in NP [2,8] and the low hierarchy 
in NP [7, lo]. (See later sections for formal definitions of these classes.) For instance, 
we show that all sets in BPP can only help sets in R (an extension of Schiining’s 
result in Cl II), that all sets in UP can be helped by sets in UP, and that sparse sets 
can only help sets in LF, the second level of the low hierarchy in NP. 
general observation from the above results on who can help whom is that the 
ation a set contains, the smaller the class of sets it can help. Intuitively, 
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if A contains very little information (say, is veAcv sparse), then a robust oracle 
machine may simply generate all possible helps from A and verify, !n polynomr;a: 
time, which one contains the correct information, and therefore the helps given by 
A are actually redundant. This idea leads to our main result about sets which do 
not help any set. Call a set A log*-sparse if, for any integer n, the number of strings 
in A of length between n and 2” is bounded by a constant k. (The term log* is used 
here to indicate that the number of strings in A of length less than or equal to n is 
bounded by the function f( n) = k l log*n, where log*n is the smallest integer m such 
that 22*.*2 (with a stack of m 2’s) is greater than n.) Also define the class Strong-P/log 
to be the class of all sets A such that, for any integer n, the questions of x E A about 
strings x of length sn can be answered in polynomial time with the help of an 
oracle string w of length O(log n) (cf. Karp and Lipton’s class P/log [S]). We show 
that if a set A is log*-sparse or is in Strong-P/log, then A does not help any sets 
except those in P. Sets in both of the above classes contain, intuitively, a very small 
amount of information which can be guessed and verified by a robust machine in 
polynomial time. A generalization of both classes, trying to capture this concept, 
has been defined and shown to contain only such no-helpers. 
The second question investigated in this paper asks for a formal characterization 
of the connections between helping and witness searching. Towards this general 
question, we introduce the concept of self-helping. We say a set A is a self-l -helper 
if A one-sidedly helps its own computation. Intuitively, if a set A helps its own 
computation, then tl:, witness-searching question of one instance x is dependent 
on the membership questions of other instances, and this leads to the comparison 
with the notion of self-reducibility [6,9]. Our main result of self-l-helpers states 
that a disjunctive self-reducible (d-self-reducible) set always one-sidedly helps itself. 
On the other hand, if a set helps itself in an unambiguous way, in the sense that 
the witness given by the oracle is always unique, then this set must be polynomial-time 
Turing equivalent o a d-self-reducible set. These results thus provide some technical 
justification of our intuition about the relationship between helping and witness 
searching. 
One of the goals of studying the notion of helping is to get more insight into the 
structure of polynomial-time nondeterministic omputation. A particularly interest- 
ing question is about the self-reducibility of NF sets. Selman [ 141 asked the question 
of whether every set in NP is d-self-reducible,. Our results about d-self-reducibility 
and self-helping give some partial answers to this question. Namely, if every set in 
NP is d-self-reducible, then there is no log*-sparse set in NP- P, and hence, 
EXPG NP, where EXP is the class of sets computable in time 2O(“). Another 
interesting result is about the relationship between sets in NPn and sets in R: 
if every set in NP n BPP is d-self-reducible, then NP n BPP = R. (See discussions 
about this question in Schcning [12] and Zachos [17].) 
We give the basic notation in the rest of this section. Section 2 presents the 
definitions about helping and elementary The notion of he1 
compare with polynomial-ti 
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results. In Section 6, we discuss the possible extension of thca work and list some 
open questions. 
. All sets are formed by strings over the alphabet 1z = (0, 1). 
to denote the length of a string x, IMAGE to denote the size of a set A. 
polynomial-time computable and invertible pairing function ( , ). We assume that 
the reader is familiar with deterministic Turing machines (TMs), nondeterministic 
TMs, probabilistic TMs, deterministic oracle TMs, nondeterministic oracle TMs 
and their time complexity. The reader is referred to Schiining [ 121 for their 
deEnitions. 
For a machine 1M of any of the above types, we let L(M) be the set accepted by 
1M with no oracle, and L(M, A) the set accepted by 1M using oracle set A. The basic 
complexity classes we work with are P, NP and the polynomial-time hierar&y. They 
are defined as follows. For any set A, let P(A) (NP(A)) be the class of languages 
pted by a deterministic (nondeterministic, respective1 y ) polynomial-time oracle 
using oracle A. For each class % of sets, let P( %?) be the union of all classes 
E %‘, and NP( %) be the union of all classes NP(A) with A E Ce. The 
po!ynomial-time hierarchy relative to a set A consists of the following classes: 
2$(/i, = U;(A) = A:(A) = P(A), 
Z:+,(A) = NP(~:(A)), Lf:+,(A) = -~~+,(A), A:+,(A) = P(~!-iW), 
where co-% is the class of all sets whose complements are in Ce. When A = 8, we 
write P, NP, 2:, n:, and Af: to denote P(a), NP(@, Z:(0), n:(0),-and AZ(O) 
. 
respectivei y. 
The oniy type of reducibility we will use is polynomial-time Turing reducibility, 
G:: A <p B if A E P(B). Other complexity classes we will study include the classes 
BPP, R, UP, the low hierarchy in NP, and sparse sets in NP. We will give their 
definitions as they appear the first time. However, the reader who is not familiar 
with these classes should consult [12]. 
sic rties of robust co utaticb 
It is often noticed that ‘ihere are some close connections between the notion of 
oracle computation and the notion of nondeterministic omputation (see, e.g., [ 161). 
These connections seem most clear when we consider the robust oracle computation 
where the oracle machine must always accept the same set independent of the oracle 
set. 
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Assume that M is a determinislic oracle machine which, for each input 
x, never makes the same query twice, Then, we can construct a corres 
nondeterministic machine ) which behaves as follows. 
put x, IV simulates 
en M enters a query state, N simulates it by entering a nondet 
state with the two next moves corresponding to the “yes” and “no 
to thz query. 
We observe that, for a robust machine M, its corresponding nondete 
machine N satisfies the following properties: 
(1) x E L(M, a) implies that all halting computations of N(x) accep 
x ti L( M, $9) implies that all halting computations of N(x) reject x. 
(2) For any x and any integer n, 
timeN =S n 
istic 
and 
@ there is an oracle H such that MH(x) halts in n moves. 
Conversely, for any nondeterministic machine N that runs in time t(n) 
construct a d.eterministic oracle illachine M = M(N) which behaves as 
he A4 = M(N). On input x, with oracle H, M simulates the 
f N(x). When N makes a nondeterministic move (with 2 c 
the next move), M determines the next move by querying whether y E H, 
where y is a string encoding the computation of MH on x (also a computa- 
tion of N on x) up to this point. If M H (x) does not halt after simulating 
t<lxl) moves of N(x), M begins to simulate a fixed deterministic machine 
for L(N). 
It is obvious that M(N) is a robust machine and L( M, 0) = L(N). Furthermore, 
there is a fixed polynomial JJ such that, for every nondeterministic machine N and 
every x, 
timeN G n 
+ there is an oracle H such that MH (x) halts in p(n) moves 
1 timehl(x)Sp(n). 
The above observations on the relationship between robust machines and corre- 
spending nondeterministic machines can be formulated in terms of the notion of 
‘helping’. ’ 
Definition 
if there is 
Let 2=* 
itio 
2.2. A set H (polynomidly) helps a rob 
a polynomial p such that, for all x E S, 
denote the powerset of C*. 
oracle) machine 
(x) halts in p(lxI 
2.3. (a) We let I?,,& H) denote the class of all 
are computed by r 
class X of sets, let 
r eat 
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(b) We let P1_help( H) denote the class of all languages L( M, 0) that are computed 
by robust machines M such that H helps M on set L( M, 0). P1_help( R) and P1_help 
are similarly defined. 
position 2.4. (a) B E P1_help(A) and B E PI-help(A) e B E Phelp(A). 
(b) PLhelp = PI-he,,(wp) = NP. 
(C) &p= Phelp(NP)= NPnCO-NP (Cj [II]). 
Proof. (a) is obvious. 
(b): &-i,elp(NP) s PI-help is obvious. To see that NPG Pt_help(NP), let A E NP be 
ed by a nondeterministic TM N in time q for some polynomial q. We consider 
the corresponding robust oracle machine M = M(N). Following the above dis- 
cussion, we know that there exist an oracle H and a polynomial p such that, for 
all x E A, M H accepts x in p(q(lx()) moves. More explicitly, let Q(x, y) denote the 
predicate “y is an accepting computation of N(x)“. Then, the set PrefQ,, = 
1(x, u): (=)(uo( s q(IxI) and O(r ~0)) is in NP and it helps M. So, AE 
P I-help(PfefQd s P1-help(NP)= 
Next, to see that P&help_ c NP, let M be a robust machine and H a set helping M 
to run in time p(n) on inputs in L( M, 0). We consider the corresponding nondeter- 
ministic machine N = N(M), attached with a p( n)-clock. Then, following our earlier 
discussion, we have 
x E L( M, 0) @ some computation of N(x) accepts in ~(1x1) moves. 
This implies L( M, 0) E NP. 
Part (c) follows from parts (a) and (b). Cl 
Assume that a set H one-sidedly helps a robust machine M. Then, by attaching 
a polynomial clock to we obtain a polynomial-time oracle machine which Turing 
reduces L( M, 0) to H. What is the general relationship between helping and the 
more general notion of Turing reducibility? The following proposition gives some 
partial answers. 
opositioa 2.5. A E lP,,,,(B)*A E PI-help(B)*A E P(B). 
(b) A E PI-help E p(C)*AE PLhel&)* 
(c) A E phelp( B), B E P(C)*A E ph,,(c)* 
(d) AE p(B), B E Phe,p(C)=SAE Phelp(c). 
f. (a), (b) and (c) are trivial. 
): Assume that A E P(B) by an oracle machine Ml with runtime p1 and B E 
Phelp( C) by a robust machine M2 with runtime p2. Combine them into a new oracle 
machine which behaves as follows: 
n input x, with oracle H (x) simulates M f? on X, using 
queries whether y E it simulates r(y) to get the 
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First, observe that if the oracle H given to is indeed the set C, then obviously 
1M computes A in 
Proposition 2.6. (a) A set A one-sidedly helps every set in NP iff A is s F hard for NP. 
(‘6) If A helps every set in NP n co-NP, then A is. s; hard for NP n co-NP. 
Proof. The forward directions of (a) and (b) follow from the simple observation 
that BEP I_help(A) or B E Phelp(A) implies B E P(A). The backward direction of (a) 
follows from Propositions 2.4(b) and 2.5(b). Cl 
An interesting question about two-sided helping is whether the GFhardness for 
NP n co-NP is sufficient for a set to help every set in NPn co-NP. (Note that we 
do not even know whether there is a set A which is not SFhard for NP but helps 
every set in NPn co-NP.) 
For one-sided helping, the analogous result of Proposition 2.5(d) does not hold 
unless NP = co-NP, because the operation P1_he.p( ) preserves membership in NP 
while the Turing reduction P( ) does not unless NP = co-NP. One of the stronger 
types of reducibility which does preserve membership in NP is the polynomial-time 
positive (Turing) reducibility s Fos [13]. In the’ following we show that using this 
reducibility, a similar result to Proposition 2.5(d) holds for one-sided helping. 
Definition 2.7 (Selman [13]). An oracle TM M is positive if, for any input x and 
oracles B and C, 
MB(x) accepts, BG C * MC(x) accepts. 
A set A is polynomial-time positive reducible to B, or A G FOS B, if A E P(B) by a 
positive oracle TM .A31 
Theorem 2.8. A sFOS B, B E PI_hetp( C)+A E Pl_w,( C). 
Proof. Let MA be a deterministic TM which accepts A; let 1 be a positive oracle 
TM with polynomial runtime p such that A s;OS B by be a robust 
TM such that L(IM,, 8) = B and, for all x E B, M:(X) h in s(lxl) moves for some 
polynomial q. We consider the following oracle machine 
achine M. On input x, with oracle H, 
(1) M simulates M p(x) for p( 1x1 j nioves, using step (2) to answer queries. 
(2) For each query “y E ? 
moves and answers “yes” ifI 
(3) If the simulation of M:(X) halts and accepts in ~(1~1) moves, then 
accepts x; otherwise, M simulates MA(x) to decide whether x E 
not. 
We check that M is a robust machine for A and that C helps 
Robustness of M. Since M2 is a robust machine, the positive 
obtained by M in step (2) are always correct. In other words, step (2) of 
provides an oracle B’c, J? for the queries asked by Ml in step (1). Since Ml is a 
positive oracle TM, if M:‘(x) accepts, then M;(x) accepts and hence x E A. 
Therefore, the machine M never makes a mistake (because for all x such that 
M;‘(x) rejects, M simulates MA(x) to get the correct answer x&)). 
C hel’ing M on A. Assume that C is the oracle used by M. Then, M:(y) halts 
and accepts in g(lyl) moves for all y E B. Therefore, the answers to the queries 
“y E ? B” found in step (2) are always correct, and so the simulation of M;(x) 
always halts and accepts in &I) moves for all x E A. This shows that C’ helps M 
on A. (Actually, the simulation of f(x) also halts and rejects x in p<lxl> moves 
for xe A; however, the machine being a robust machine, does not trust the 
negative answers and needs to simulate MA(x) to verify it.) 0 
st co tio weaker oracles 
We have seen in Section 2 that NP-hard sets are the strongest oracles one may 
need for the robust oracle machines. It is expected that sets with lower complexity 
or simpler structures have weaker helping abilities. In this section, we investigate 
several classes of weaker oracles and show that they can only help simpler sets. The 
classes of weaker oracles we consider include the classes BPP, UP and the class of 
sparse sets. 
First, we recall the definitions of these classes. For each set A, let XA denote its 
characteristic function. 
(Adleman [l], Gill [4]). (a) A set A is in BPP if there exist a 
me probabilistic T M and a constant c>i such that, for all X, 
Pr(M(x) = xA(x)b C. 
(b) A set A is in if there exists a polynomial-time probabilistic TM M such 
that, for all x, 
(x) = xA(x)} > $, 
(x) = xA(x)) = I. 
] has shown that 
lements are in 
1s result to one-s 
?, 
I x $ 
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It has been shown in several places (e.g., [ 11,121) that, by simulating 
a BPP machine O(n) many times and taking the majority answer, we get a new B 
machine with error bound 2-“, where n is the i 
Now, assume that H E BPP helps a robust TM 
moves for all x E A = L(M, 8). Then we can construct a probabilistic T 
which works as follows. 
aehine Ml. On input x, A& simulates H(x) for ~(1x1) moves. For each 
query “y E 3 H” asked by M, it simulates the BPP machine for H on 
y to get an answer with error ~2-‘~! Mt accepts x only if the simulation 
of MH(x) accepts in ~(1x1) moves. 
Note that, for any y, the error probability 2-lx1 for M,(y) can be achieved in time 
polynomial in 1x1, independent of 1~1, by the majority-vote argument. Therefore, M1 
runs in polynomial time. 
Now consider the error probability of M, . For x e A, MH(x) does not accept x 
because 1M is a robust machine. Therefore, Pr{ M,(x) = x,&) I x E A} = 1. For x E A, 
we estimate the probability of & accepting x as follows: 
Pr{M,(x)=~~(~)~x~A}~(l-2-~~~)~(~~~)+ 1 as 1x1+0. 
So, for almost all x, Pr{M,(x) = am I x E A} 2 $. This shows that A E R. q 
Next, we consider Valiant’s class UP, which consists of all sets accepted by 
unambiguous nondeterministic TMs in polynomial time [15]. We define UP in the 
following equivalent form. 
Definition 3.3. A set A is in UP if there exist a polynomial-time predicate Q and a 
polynomial p such that, for all x, 
xeA * WY, lYl~P(lXl>~ c?kY), 
x Jiz A * WY, lYl ~p(lxl)) noax, Yh 
where the quantifier “a!” means ‘there exists a unique’. A set B is in co-UP if its 
complement B is in UP. 
. (a) UPC P,_help(UP). 
(b) UPnco-UP= P,,,,(UPnco-UP). 
oaf. As shown in the proof of Proposition 2.4, each set A E NP is helped by a 
prefix set 
PrefQ,, = {(x, u) : ( 
where Q is a polynomial-time predicate a 
Y, IYI =s P(lXJ)) (x,Y)* so, to wove 
UP has a prefix set Prefo,, E UP. 
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For part (b), if A E [JPn co-UP, then there exist a polynomial-time predicate Q 
and a polynomial p such that 
x E A * (3 ly, lyt ~~(1x1)) 0(x, Y, 1) and WY, 1~1 s p(bl)> not& Y, 01, 
x ti A * (3 !Y, lul s ~(1x1)) O(X, Y, 0) and WY, lul s PW) not& Y$ 1). 
Let T be the predicate defined by T(x, y) iff Q(x, y, 0) or Q(x, y, 1). Then, the prefix 
set 
Pre&, = {(x, u): (~~>luz~l~p(lxl) and T(x, uv)} 
is in UPn co-UP. Also, this prefix set helps the search for the witnesses for all X. So, 
A E Phelp( Pref,) s Phelp( UP n co-UP). 
Conversely, to see that Phelp( UP n co-UP) s UP n co-UP, let H E UP n co-UP help 
a robust machine M such that A@‘(x) halts in time p(Ixl> for all X. Let Q be a 
polynomial-time predicate and 4 a polynomial such that, for any X, 
x E H * (31X lul Wl4>) Ok y, 1) and WY, lyl ~p(lxlN nWk Y, 01, 
xeH * (~!Y,IYI~P(I~I)) Q(x,yA and Wy, lulWlxl)) noW(m,y, 1). 
Consider the following modification Ni of the nondeterministic machine N = N(M). 
achine N1. On input X, A$ simulates M(x) using no oracle? When M 
queries whether y is in the oracle, Ni guessses a z of length at most q(lyl> 
and checks whether Q(y, z, 1) or Q(y, z, 0). A/1 continues the simulation 
with a “yes” answer if Q(y, z, 1), with a “no” answer if Q(y, z, 0), and 
entering an infinite loop if neither is true. 
We note that ?$ accepts or rejects an input x only if its simulation follows the 
answers given by H. Also, H E UPn co-UP implies that the correct guess of witness 
z for each query y is unique. Thus, each accepting computation of N1(x) is unique. 
This she-s that L( M, 0) is in UPn co-UP. 0 
The questions of whether the converses of Theorems 3.2 and 3.4(a) hold are open. 
Next, we consider sparse oracles as helpers. A set § is sparse if there is a polynomial 
p such that, for all n, the set {x E S: 1x1 G n} has size at most p(n). It is well known 
that sets -=’  +educible to sparse sets have polynomial-size circuits. Ko an ; Schiining 
[7] have given a partial characterization f such sets in NP. Recall that Xi(A) is 
the nth level of the polynomial-time hierarchy relative to A. 
(Schiining [lo]). For each n, the class Lr consists of all sets A in NF 
) = P n- 
an (S) for some sparse set 
In ot ords, if we consider helping N sets through ordinary polynomial-time 
oracle s, then a sparse set can only h p a set in LF. mat if we restrict the 
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oracle machines to be robust? The next theorem shows that sparse sets can only 
help sets in L:. 
Theorem 3.7. If S is Q sparse set, then PI+& S) c LT. 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of 17, Proposition 3.31. Let 
MI be a robust machine and p1 a polynomial such that M:(x) halts in time pt (1x1) 
for all x in A = L( Ml, 0). Let IU~,~ be the string which encodes the set {x E S : 1x1 s n} 
under a fixed coding scheme. For each w which encodes a finite set, let 
set(w) denote the set encoded by w. Assume that, for all n, IH~~,~~ G q(n) for some 
polynomial q. 
Let BE Z:(A). Then, there exist a polynomial-time oracle machine M2 and a 
polynomial p3 such that 
x E B e Uy, lul ~p304NWs 14 s ~304)) M2A a-@ (4 y, z). 
Define two polynomial-time predicates: 
Q*( w, u) = Myw) (u) accepts in p,(lul) moves; 
Qb, Y, z, 4 = if in the computation of M~((x, y, z)) we answer “yes” 
to the query “u E ? A” iff QI(w, u), 
then this simulation accepts. 
Let p2 be a polynomial which bounds the runtime of M2. We claim that x E B iff 
(3% I4 6 dP2(bm 
[(Vu, 14 s Pz<l4>>CU E A*Qdw 41 ad ( ) * 
@Y, IYI 5s P3cl4!>0% 14 s P3(lXl)) Q2k y, 3 41. 
The direction 3 is obvious: for each x in B, we can select w to be the string 
which encodes the set {X E S : Ix-1 s n). Then, the ans-wers to the queries GE y;?” 
given by Q1( w, u), are always correct and so Q2(4 y, z, w) e accepts (x, y, z)I 
Conversely, assume that there is a stri N satisfying . We check that 
(x, y, z, w) e Mf accepts (x, y, z). To see is, we note that in the simulation of 
f((x, y, z)), if we use Ql(w, u) to answer the query “u E ? A”, then the answer 
must be correct wh A because w satisfies the property [u E A=+ 
addition, when u e et(w)(~) does not accept even if w does n 
{xES:IxIsn} b is robust. So we als 
the simulation of 
e correct answ 
This implies x E B. 
Finally, A E PI-help (S) implies A E NP. So, the formula (*) is of the form 2; and 
Bd;. cl 
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The following result on robust oracle TMs which make a limited number of 
queries WLS suggested by Book. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.7. We 
give only a sketch of it. 
Let M be a robust machine and H an oracle with the following properties : 
(i) there is a polynomialp such that M H( x) halts in p( 1x1) moves for all x E L( M, 0); 
(ii) thesetQ(M,H,n)={y:(3x,Ixlsn) MH(x)q ueries y in p( n ) moves) has size 
at most q(n) for some polynomial q. 
7hen, the set A= L(M, 0) is in L:. 
tch of proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.7. The idea is that 
we can guess all strings in Q( M, H, n) n H. The guesses are always one-sidedly 
correct in the sense that if M(x) accepts using guesses, then x must be in A. 
More precisely, let B E J$‘( A), and let M2, p2, and p3 be as defined in the proof 
of Theorem 3.7. Define 
Q1( w, u) = Mset(@ (u) accepts in ~~(Iul), 
Q2(x, y, z, w) = if in the computation of Mf((x, y, z)) we answer “yes” 
to the query “u E ? A” iff Q1( w, u), 
then this simulation accepts. 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.8, we can show that x E B iff 
cw4 I4 s P2<l4W E A * c?dw 41 and 
@Y, lyl s P3(lxl>>(vz~ lzl s P3(lxl))oz(x, Y, z, w)l* 
( 1 ** 
For the forward direction, let w encode the set Q( M, H, n) n H. Then, Q1( w, u) 
iff MH accepts u in p(luI> moves. So, Q2(x, y, z, w)e Mf accepts (x, y, z). For the 
backward direction, the key to the proof is that the robustness of the machine M 
implies that [u L A * notQI( w, u)] holds for any w. Therefore, the condition (**) 
implies that u E Ae Q,( w, u) and hence, Q2(x, y, z, w) e Mt accepts (x, y, z). El 
In this section we study the sets which do not help any 
the robust machine actually computes a set in P. 
robust machine unless 
We say a set A is a no-helper if Phelp( A) = P, and a no- l-helper if 
j zts are no- 1 -helpers. 
then, for any set 1 -help f , and hence all 
tions about no- 1 -helpers seem meaningless unless 
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we assume that P# NP. Nevertheless, we will show, without any assumption, that 
there exists a no-l-helper A which is computable in exponential time but not in 
polynomial time. 
emark. As we discussed before, we find that intuitively the less information a set 
contains, the smaller the class of sets it can help. So, a no-l-helper must contain 
very little information which is not computable in polynomial time. This notion of 
sets having little information content coincides with certain lowness properties. 
Interestingly, here, the property P1_help (A) = P may also be considered as a lowness 
property for A with respect o the operator P1_help( ). 
In Section 3, we have seen that sets with simpler structures have weaker helping 
ability. In particular, a sparse set contains very little information and hence can 
help a small class of sets only. So, when we search for no-l-helpers, we start from 
sets that are very sparse. Our first result on no-l-helpers shows that if A is so sparse 
that, for every integer n, there is only a constant number of strings in A having 
length between n and 2”, then A is a no-l-helper. Intuitively, for any robust machine 
helped by such a set A, we can simulate its computation by guessing which queries 
receive the positive answers. Since there are very few positive answers, we may 
simply simulate all of them and find the witness in polynomial time. 
Definition 4.2. A set A is log*-sparse if there is a constant k such that, for every n, 
the set {x E A : n s 1x1~ 2”) has size ok. 
Theorem 4.3. Every log”-sparse set A is a no- 1 -helper. 
Proof. Let A be log*-sparse such that II{ x~A:n4xl<2”}11~k for all n. Assume 
that A one-sidedly helps B so that there exist a robust machine A4 and a polynomial 
p such that B = L(M, @) and MA(x) halts in p<lxI> moves for all x in B. Further, 
without loss of generality, we assume that the computation of machine M on any 
input x never makes the same query twice. We are going to show that B is actually 
in P. 
The basic strategy of computing B is to simulate all computation paths of 
x derived from all oracles which are log*-sparse. We note that, for a fixed instance 
x of length n, A4 can query strings of length at most p(n) s 2”. A log*-sparse set A 
has at most 3k strings of length between log log n and p(n), and at most 2 log n 
strings of length less than or equal to log log n. We can use two strings U, and v, 
to encode the sets {y E A : lyl s log log n} and {y E A : log log n < Iyl s p( n)}: u, is a 
string of length 2 log n such that, for each y of length slog log n, y E 
bit of u, is 1 (where the term “yth” refers to the lexicographic order o 
f length sp( n) with at most 3k l’s such that, for the jth query J, as 
iff thejth bit of vX is ote that never asks the same query twice. 
This implies that v, is well-defined.) Now we describe the algorithm. 
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gorit MI for B. On input x of length n, I& first builds two set 
={u:~&CZlogn}and V={u:lulsp( ) d n an v contains at most 3k 1’ 
pair of strings tl E U and ZJ E V, MI simulates M(x) for p(n) moves, us 
to answer queries as follows: Pf the 4th query asked by IU is “y E? ora 
(i) if ly I s log log n, then answer “yes” iff the yth bit of u is 1; 
(ii) if ly 1 > log log n, then answer “yes” iff the jth bit of v is I. 
1 accepts x iff one of the above simulation accepts x in p(n) moves. 
As described above, if A is log*-sparse and A one-sidedly helps B through machine 
M, then the set {yEA:lylsp(n)} is encoded by a pair of strings u, and ZJ~, and 
u, E U and U, E V. So, the simulation of M(x) using this pair of stri,rlgs u, and v, 
works exactly the same as the machine A4 on x with oracle A and it will accept x 
if x E B. Furthermore, since 1M is robust, M, never accepts x if XB B. This verifies 
computes the set B correctly. 
Finally* we note that there are only n2 many strings in U and p(n)” many strings 
in K Therefore, the simulation of IU must halt in n2 l p( n)3k+* moves. This shows 
that A4* runs in polynomial time, and hence BE P. Cl 
The following lemma shows that there exist exponential-time computable sets 
that are log*-sparse. Let EXP be the class of all sets computable in time 2O(“). 
4. There exists a log%parse set A in EXP - P. 
We may construct A by slowly diagonalizing against all polynomial- 
time TMs {AJi}zI. More precisely, define a0 = 0, a,,,, = 2°n, and let x, = O”n (a 
sequence of a, O’s). Then, at stage n, we simulate M, on xn and assign x, to A iff 
M, rejects x,. Since the function 2” eventually dominates any polynomial function, 
A is in EXP- P. Furthermore, the sequence {x,) forms a log*-sparse set. Cl 
.fi -nere exists a set A E ExF - P which is a m-i -helper. 
It is obvious that log*-sparse sets are not the only no-l-helpers. From Proposition 
2.5(b), any set which is skreducible to a log*-sparse set is a no-l-helper. Can we 
find a larger class of no-l-helpers? From the intuition that sets with very little 
information have very weak helping ability, we may consider some well known 
ich contain little information, for instance, P/poly and P/log of 
class 9 of functions the class of sets 
uence of st: ings {w,) of 
at, for all x of length n, 
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Let poly be the set of all polynomial functions and log the set of all functions of 
the form hn[c log n]. Then, P/poly and P/log are the two classes of sets with low 
‘nonuniform’ complexity defined by Karp and Lipton [S]. If we modify these 
definitions lightly, we get a new class of no-l-helpers. 
efinitio .6. A set A is in Stron -P/log if there exist a set BE P, a constant cand 
an infinite sequence of strings {w,} such that, for all n, 1 wnl s c log n, with the 
property that, for all x of length sn, 
XEA a (x,w,)~B. 
Before we prove that sets in Strong-P/log are no-l-helpers, we note that the class 
Strong-P/log is closed under s$eduction, while P/log is not known to have this 
property. 
We will show that all sets in Strong-P/log are no-l-helpers by introducing a 
somewhat artificial class of sets which contains a!! sets in Strong-P/log as well as 
all log*-sparse sets and showing that all these sets are no-l-helpers. 
Definition 4.7. The class LQG-INF is defined to be all sets A for which there exist 
a set B E P and a constant c such that, for every integer n and every finite sequence 
( Xl, . . . , x,) of distinct strings each of length in, there is a string w of length 
Iw) s c log( n + m) with the property that, for all i G m, 
xi E A * (O", i, Xi, W) E Bm 
Intuitively, a set A is in LOG-INF if every sequence of membership questions 
?+?A”,..., “x, E 3 A” about strings of length s n can be answered inpolynomial 
time with the help of an oracle string w of length O(log( n + m)). The following 
lemma discusses the relationship between the class LOG-INF and the classes P/poly 
and Strong-P/log. 
Lemma 4.8. (a) Every log*-sparse set is in LOG-INE 
(b) Strong-P/log 5 LOG-INF. 
(c) LOG-INF s P/poly. 
of. (a): We need a combinatorial lemma. For any string s E (0, l}“, let # 1s be 
e number of l’s in s. For any integers k, nz, let Vkm = {s : IsI = m, # 1s e k}, and 
define an order i on V k,m as follows: MS iff [#lr< #,s] or [#,r= #*s and r 
precedes  in the lexico 
. For any $xed integer k, the set ((i, j, 
ti!re j-th string in Vkw( under order < ) is 11 Q 
n, we note that # 1v 
is the minimum p such that C;_,(y) 2 j. Let j’ = j -Crii-‘( 7). Then, v is the j’th 
string in {s E (0, 1)" : # I~ = # ,v} (under the lexicographic order). 
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Let S(II~, p,_j) be the jth string in the set {s E (0, 1)" : # 1s =p}, and consider the 
problem of determining the positions of I’s in s( m, p,j). We note that the leftmost 
1 of si.n, p, j) occws as the qth rightmost bit, where q = min{l: (i) 2 j). In other 
wards, the string s( m, p, j) is the concatenation of ~tl - q O’s, a 1, and the string 
s( q - I, jlp - I, j'), where j’ = j - (‘a’). Thus, all positions of l’s in v can be found in 
k iterations of this procedure. So the claim is proved. Cl 
Now we return to the proof of part (a). Let A be log*-sparse such that for each 
n the set {x E A: n G 1x1 s 2”) has size sk for some constant k For each sequence 
( Xl,*=*, x,) of strings of length sn, define u to be the string of length 2 log n such 
that, for all y of length 1~1~ log log n, the yth bit of u is 1 iff y E A. Also define v 
to be the string of length m such that the jth bit of v is 1 ifI lxjl> log log n and 
xj E A. Since v contains at most 2k bits of l’s, there is a number j < &(;I, such 
t&a& v is exactly the jth string in V’,,, under X. Let w = (u9 j). 
Now, define the set B as follows: (0”, i, y, z) E B iff there exist u and j such that 
z = (u, j) and either [lyl s log log n and the yth bit of u is l] or [lyl> log log n and 
the ith bit of v is 11, where v is the jth string in set Vkm. Then, by the above claim, 
w and B satisfy the property given in Definition 4.7. 
. (b): Let sets A and B, with BE P, a constant c and a sequence {MT”}, with 
I w, I s c log n, be given, satisfying the property that, for all x of length < n, x E 
A a (x, wn> E B. For any sequence (x, , . . . , x,) of strings of length s n, just choose 
w = w,. Then, for any i s m, xj E A e (xi, w) E B. So, A E LOG-INF. 
(c): Let A E LOG-INF. To see that A E P/poly, consider the sequence (x, , . . . , x2,), 
where xi is the ith string in C” (under the lexicographic order), and let w, be the 
corresponding w which is guaranteed by Definition 4.7 to help the computation of 
the membership problems in A for this sequence. Then, for all %2”, 
X~E A e (0”, i, xi, W,)E B. 
But 0” and i can be computed easily from Xi, SO, for some set B’ E P, Xi E /! e (x, wn) E 
B’. This shows that ,4 E P/poly. Cl 
. (1) The above proof of Lemma 4.8(c) actually shows that LOG-iNFs 
P/lin, where lin is the class of functions of the form An[cn] for some constant c. 
(2) It is easy to verify that LOG-INF is closed under skreduction; i.e., A E P(B) 
and B E LOG-INF imply A E LOG-INF. 
. Every set in LOG-INF is Q no-l -helper. 
The proof is similar to Theorem 4.3. Let A E LOG- INF and assume that set 
nd constant c satisfy the property given in Definition 4.7. Assume that A 
here exist a robust oracle TM M and a polynomial 
“(x) halts in q(lx1) moves for all x E C. Without 
at the computation of on any input x never 
e following algorit 
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Algorl P C. On input x of length we first build a set of strings 
{w : 1 WI s c log(2q( n))}. Then, for each w E A(x) for q(n) moves, 
using w and S, to answer queries: If the jth query asked by is “y E ?oracle”, 
then answer “yes” iff (09’“’ , j, y, w) E B. We accept x iff one of the simulations of 
MA(x) accepts. 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.3, we need only check that if x E A, then one 
of the simulations operates exactly as MA(x). Indeed, let (y, , . . . , y,,J be the queries 
made, in this order, by M in the computation of A(~). Then, the corresponding 
w, guaranteed by the condition that A E LOG-INF, has tl.2 pk*operty that yj E 
A (u, (09’“’ ,j,B, W)EB and ~w~~clog(m+q(n))~clog(2q(n)). So, the simulation 
with this w must halt in q(n) moves. This completes the proof. Cl 
Cordlary 4.10. (a) Every set in Strong-P/log is a no- 1 -helper. 
(b) No NP- hard *set (with respect o G f-reduction ) can be log” -sparse unless 
P=NP. 
(c) No NP-hard set can be in Strong-P/log unless P= NP. 
From Corollary 4.10(c), we can give a different proof for the following interesting 
result of Karp and Lipton [SJ: NPs P/log * P = NP. Its original proof applies a 
tree-pruning technique to the self-reducing tree of the NP-complete problem SAT. 
Here, our proof does not require the existence of such self-reducibility structures. 
Corollary 4.11. (a) [5] NPg P/log unless P= NP. 
(b) UPE P/log unless P = UP. 
Proof. (a): Assume that NPs P/log. Let A be an NP-complete set. Then, the set 
Al = (0” lx : m 3 0, x E A} is also NP-complete, and hence in P/log. But this implies 
that -4 E Strong-P/log, because all questions “x E ?A” about x of length < n can be 
reduced to questions “0” lx E ? Ai ” about ctfinon nf h&h n + 1_9 and hence am be &a * A-e-e __ “_‘e”’ --
answered with an oracle string of length O(log n). So, by Corollary 4.10(c), P = NP. 
(b): Similar to (a). Here, UP is not known to possess a complete set, However, 
by Theorem 3.4(a), for any set A E UP, A E P1_help( B) for some B E UP. Again, 
let B1 = (O”1x: 1~12 0, x E B}, we have B, E UP. Also, B1 E P/log implies B E 
Strong-P/log and hence A E P. 0 
se 
In the previous section, we have seen some sets which do not help any set at all, 
including itself. t would be interesting to see w a set 
computation through a robust oracle machine. 
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5.1. A set A is a se&l-helper if A E Pt_hP&4), and is a se&heiper if 
A E &.&A j. 
First, from Proposition 2.4, only a set in NP can be a candidate for being a 
self-l-helper, and only a set in NP n co-NP can be a candidate for being a self-helper. 
Also, from Proposition 2.6, every GFcomplete set for NP helps itself. In general, 
how can a set A help its own computation? It cannot do it by simply telling the 
robust machine that the input x is in A (or, not in A); instead, it needs to produce 
a witness w for the input x which allows the robust machine to verify in polynomial 
time that w is indeed a witness and then accept the input X. This type of helping is 
very close to the concept of self-reducibility. 
5.2 (ICo [6]). A set A is disjunctive-self-reducible (d-self-reducible) if there 
exist a polynomial-time computable ordering <A on s*, a polynomial-time com- 
putable function f and a polynomial p such that 
0 i 
( ) ii . . . 
( ) 111 
where 
any <,-decreasing chain beginning with string x has length S&I); 
for every x, f(x) = # 1 implies x E A and f(x) = #0 implies xe A; 
for any x, iff(x’=(x,,X2:,..., x,,,), then (ViG m)[Xi <A X] and [X E A iff 
(3s m)xi E A]; 
# is a special symbol not in C. 
Note that every d-self-reducible set is in NP [6]. Let A be d-self-reducible. Then, 
for each x in A, there is a self-reducing tree which may be described as follows: 
The root of the tree is x. There are three types of nodes y in the tree: f(y) = # 0, 
f(y)=fl,atldf(y)=(z,,-.., 2,). The nodes y of the first two types are terminal 
nodes and each node y of the third type, with f(y) = (z, , . . . , z,), has m children, 
labeled by zI,...,zm. 
Our main result in this section shows that all d-self-reducible ssts are self-l-helpers. 
.3. (a). If A is d-self-reducible, then A E P1_hclp( A). 
(b) if both A and A are d-se&reducible, then A E Ph&4 j. 
(a): Assume that A is d-self-reducible such that there exist an ordering <A, 
on f and a polynomial p satisfying the properties given in Definition 5.2. 
be a fixed deterministic Tlkl computing the set A. We consider the following 
oracle machine for A. 
queries whether x E H. If 
performs a depth-first search 
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It is obvious that this is a robust machine because it accepts x only when one of 
the descendants y of x is proved to be in A by f(y) = # 1 (or, when accepts 
x). Furthermore, if x E A and A is used as the oracle, then the depth-first search 
will succeed at each node y in finding a child zi E A. Therefore, a witness y such 
that f(y) = # 1 will always be found in p(n) steps of search. This proves that 
one-sidedly helps itself. 
Part (b) is an immediate consequence of part (a) and Proposition 2.4(a). Cl 
Intuitively, for each self-l-helper A which helps itself through a robust machine 
M, the computation of M on an input X, considering all possible answers t<r queries, 
is a computation tree with at least one path accepting x in polynomial time. Assume 
that this accepting path is unique. Then it must be the path defined by the oracle 
A itself. In this case, it can be shown that the computation tree has the self-reducibility 
property. This leads to the following partial converse of Theorem 5.3. 
Definition 5.4. We say that a set H unambiguously helps a robust machine M on 
A = L( M, 0), denoted by A E Pt_u_help (H), if there is a polynomial p such that, for 
all x E A, the corresponding nondeterministic TM N = N(M), when operating on 
X, has a unique path halting in ~(1x1) moves. 
We define P1_u_help( %), P,,_help( H) and Pu-help( %) similarly. 
The following proposition shows that the concept 
when we consider the computation of sets in UP. 
of unambiguous help is natural 
Proposition 5.5. (a) P1_u_help = P1+help( UP) = UP 
(b) &-help = k-help (UP n co-UP) = UP n co-UP. 
Proof. The proofs are similar to that of Proposition 3.4. We omit the details. Cl 
Theorem 5.6. If A E P1_u_hetp(A), then A is s F equivalen t to some d-self-reducible 
set B. 
roof. Let A E P I_u_hclp(A) through the robust machine in time p* Define Qb, 4 
as the following polynomial-time predicate: 
If we simulate (x) with w as an oracle in t 
is answered “yes” if! the kth bit of w is 1, then 
in ~(1x1) moves and makes exactly Iwl queries. 
Next, define B = {(x, u): 3v Q( 
u) or [(x, uO)E 
st, it is obviou 
can determine whether (x, u) 
queries made during the computation. We encode all those answers into a string w- 
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Then, (x, u) E B iff Q(x, w) and u is an initial segment of w because the set A 
unambiguously helps M and w encodes the unique accepting computation of 
^(x). cl 
One of the interesting questions about the structure of sets in NP is whether every 
set in NP is d-self-reducible. A weaker form is whether every set in NP is 
< Fequivalent to a d-self-reducible set [ 141. In particular, it has been observed that 
most known NP-complete combinatorial problems are d-self-reducible. (This follows 
as a simple corollary of Berman and Hartmanis’s observation that most known 
NP-complete combinatorial problems are polynomial-time isomorphic to each 
other.) Our results above provide some partial answers to this question. 
ary 5.7. (a) If euery set in NP is s Fequivalent to a d-self-reducible set, then 
NPn LOG-INF = P, and hence EXPG NP. 
(b) Every d-se&educible set A which is in P(S) for some sparse set S is in L: (cj 
VI) 
(c) Eve; set in XPn BPP which is < kequivalen t to Q d-se&educible set is actually 
in R. 
aof. (a): Assume otherwise that A E NP n LOG-INF- P. Also assume that A is 
GFequivalent to B, a d-self-reducible set. Then, by Theorem 5.3(a), B E P1++( B). 
By Proposition 2.5(b), this implies that B E P1_help( A). But, by Theorem 4.9, A E 
LOG-INF implies B E P. Thus, A is also in P because A E P(B). Finally, we know 
that LOG-INF n EXP # 0. So, EXP Z NP. 
Part (b) follows similarly from Theorems 53(a), and 3.7 and Proposition 2.5(b). 
Part (c) follows from Theorems 5.3(a) and 3.2 and the fact that BPP is closed under 
s Freduction. c3 
any results obtained in this paper are only partial answers to the questions we 
asked. For instance, in Section 3, we obtained some one-way relations between the 
complexity and structure of helpers and helpees but left the converses of these 
relations open. amely, is the class R contained in P1_help(BPP)? Is P1+,&UP) 
contained in IJ Can all sets in LI be helped by some sparse sets? 
In Section 4, we obtained two subclasses of NP whose members are no-l-helpers 
tter structural characterization of no-l-helpers. The 
f-reducible sets in Sect 
oul 
lity and its relation to n 
searching. 
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In addition to the questions mentioned above, there are several possible extensions 
of this work. Schiining [ 1 l] has considered nondeterministic robust. oracle machines 
and showed that they compute nothing but sets in NP. Therefore, such a robust 
machine is no more powerful than a deOterministic one. He also pointed out the 
notion of helping by other more restrictive robust oracle machines, e.g., probabilistic 
robust oracle machines, or robust oracle machines which have a limited number of 
accesses to the oracles (cf. Theorem 3.8) Another interesting restriction on deter- 
ministic robust oracle machines is to allow the machines to operate in a non-adoptiue 
manner only. In other words, we say an oracle A non-adaptively helps a robust 
machine M if the robust machine A4 computes in polynomial time, from the input 
X, a list of queries to the oracles, then computes from the answers a witness for 
x E L( M, 8) and verifies it in polynomial time. Then, it is easy to show that sets 
which are non-adaptively one-sidedly helped by a set in A; are exactly those in NP. 
It would be interesting to find out whether an NP-complete set is powerful enough 
to help non-adaptively all sets in NP. 
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